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Abstract. The information overloading is one of the biggest problems
nowadays. We can see it in various domains, including business, especially
in the news. This is more significant in connection to web and news
portals, where the quality of the news portal is commonly measured by
amount of news added to the site. Then the most renowned news portals
add hundreds of new articles daily. The classical solution usually used to
solve the information overloading is a recommendation. In this paper we
present an approach for fast content-based news recommendation, based
on cosine-similarity search.
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1 Introduction

There are plenty of news portals on the web. Renowned and influential portal
contains hundreds of new articles from the whole world added daily. These ar-
ticles cannot be easily accessed. For example users of the biggest Slovak news
portal SME.SK spend daily approximately 16 min 34 sec on the site, in usually
two visits per day1. The amount of words on the websites have increased two
times since year 2003 and we can see this effect applied to links, pictures, tables,
advertisements etc. More than 60% respondents participating in IDC research
said, that they face up the information overloading in more than half of the time
(see Fig. 1).

One of the quality criteria for a good news portal is time spending by reading
considering the amount of useful information acquisition. It is extremely impor-
tant to enquire new information as quick as possible. The importance of fresh
news can be easily seen on various non-news portals, where various shorten top
news can be found.

We propose a method for content-based news recommendation, which uses
our devised effective article representation. This representation is important
when similar articles are computed. Fast similarity estimation plays the criti-
cal role in the high changing domains as news portals are. It is necessary to
process a new article as fast as possible and start to this article recommen-
dation, because of the high information value degradation. Finally we use these

1 Source www.aimmonitor.sk - Association of Internet Media
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similar articles to create recommended content based on the implicit user model.
Our content-based method for recommendation is based on three steps - com-

Fig. 1. Frequency of information overloading [IDC, autumn 2008, U.S., set of 500
respondents].

puting article similarity, creating a user model and the recommendation based
on the first two steps (see Fig. 2). In the article similarity step it is necessary to
pre-process every article to reduce word space. Then the article is represented in
an effective vector representation, which is used in similarity computation. As a
result of article similarity step we obtain a list of similar articles for every article
in the dataset.

The user model is created based on implicit feedback extracted from server
logs by identification of visited and recommended article for unique cookie.

Lastly is the recommended content from both similar articles and user model
created. We will give deeply description for every step.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes state of work in the
recommendation domain. In section 3 we provide overview of proposed vector
structure representation. Section 4 describes our recommendation method. The
evaluation of proposed method is described in section 5.

2 Related work

The recommendation is one of the actual research topics nowadays. Two basic
approaches of the recommendation exists [10]. Traditional collaborative filtering
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Fig. 2. Proposed news recommendation method.

accounts social element. Users are grouped into clusters based on their pref-
erences, habits or content ranking. The problem of personalization is reduced
to finding similar users and recommending new items to the users, which were
visited and high ranked by other users in the same cluster.

The second approach of recommenders is based on the content-based filtering.
The history of content-based filtering is connected with information retrieval
and information research [1]. The main goal is to identify two similar items-
create ”clusters” of sites instead of users. It is necessary to map user profiles
(user models) to specific site clusters. This type of filtering is successful in well
structured domains like movies, news [11].

These two approaches are widely used and mixed together, which usually
brings better results [9], [3]. For example, we can find similar sites and then
estimate user rank prediction for sites, which were not visited. Also the combi-
nation of various approaches for every type is possible e.g. Google News [5].The
main problem in the content-based filtering is effective and enough expressive
representation of items (or articles). This is often done by means of text summa-
rization [4], keywords extraction or by various categorization models [7]. These
techniques are commonly used in English based systems and cannot be easily ap-
plied in other languages. Keywords extraction and summarization brings better
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results as other methods but are more time consuming. These methods cannot
represent non-text documents without modification.

There are several recommender systems in the news domain. The problem
within this domain which is rather similar to other business domains is extremely
large amount of dynamically changed data. This causes that the recommendation
is not provided directly over the whole data, when content-based recommenda-
tion is used [16], [17]. OTS system [16] use association rules to create ”preference
table” for every user. When there are a lot of new documents added daily, there is
usual to not compute recommendation lists real-time [17]. TRecom is a promis-
ing method for content-based recommendation, when uses binary-tree represen-
tation of similarity and user’s preferences [18]. Brusilovsky [15] has shown that
explicit filled and open user model in the news domain brings usually worse re-
sults. Some systems have involved user location into recommendation systems,
where recommendation list is created depending on user location [6].

3 Article similarity computation

For fast similarity estimation we propose effective vector article representation.
This representation consists of six basic parts:

– Title.Lemmatized words from article title (approx. 5 words - 150 000 Slovak
article corpus.) This should be good describing attribute in the most occur-
rences.

– TF of Title words in the article content.We use term frequency to compute
article relevance. If the article name is abstract and do not correspond to
article content, we can easily reveal this situation (threshold). Term frequency
is computes as follows:

tfi =
ni∑
k nk

(1)

where tfi is term frequency for term i (term from article title) and ni is number
of occurrences of term i in the document (article content) and

∑
k nk is the

sum of numbers of all terms in document.
– Names and Places.We extract names and places from article content. There

exists several names or places extractors for English language. We use simple
approach to detect these items. As name or place is marked word starting
with an upper letter and there is no sentence end before (dot, question mark
etc.). This method can easily extract most of names and places occurred in
the article (precision = 0.934, recall = 0.863).

– Keywords.We store 10 more relevant keywords. Several news portals define
list of keywords for every article. These keywords are unfortunately on various
abstract levels for various news portals. We introduced our own keywords list
based in TF-IDF computation (150 000 Slovak news articles from news portal
SME.SK). We adopt a part of speech tagging and removed any words except
nouns and names2.

2 JULS dictionary - Slovak Academy of Sciences
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– Category.Consists of ”tree-based” category vector with weights. This vector is
constructed based on specific news portal structure hierarchy (optional). This
is useful, when not enough similar articles are found. The weight for every
category is computed as:

n=1

For i=|Category| downto 0 do

weight[i]=1/n

n=n*2

end

– CLI.Coleman-Liau Index provides information of understandability of the
text. This vector part is not important for standard similarity computation,
but it is important in the results rearrangement. Our hypothesis is that the
user wants to read articles of one similar level of understanding. This method
is able to distinguish between two articles with similar title and different con-
tent (”Jaguar” - animal vs. car). CLI can be easily computed based on this
formula [8]:

CLI = 5.89 ×
(
characters

words

)
− 29.5 ×

(
sentences

words

)
− 15.8 (2)

When using this article representation, we can store an article in the vector no
longer than 30 items in most of occurrences. Example of proposed representation
is given in Table 1. For the purpose of similarity computation, we use cosine

Table 1. The example of vector article representation.

Vector part Weights

Title
transplantácia 0.5
tvár 0.5

TF of title words in the content
transplantácia 0.0178571428571429
tvár 0.0714285714285714

Category
Sme.sk 0.5
PRESS FOTO 1.0

Keywords

klinika 0.0357142857142857
povrch 0.0178571428571429
nos 0.0178571428571429
zub 0.0178571428571429
nerv 0.0178571428571429
svalstvo 0.0178571428571429
pacientka 0.0178571428571429
rozsah 0.0178571428571429

Names/Places Cleveland 1

CLI 0.2543

similarity [14], which is widely used in the information retrieval tasks. Our vector
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consists of 6 sub-vectors with weights so there is need to extend standard cosine
similarity as:

similarity =

∑m
j=1

∑n
i=1 ajibji√∑m

j=1

∑n
i=1 a

2
ji

√∑m
j=1

∑n
i=1 b

2
ji

(3)

where m is number of vector parts (6 in our method) and n is number of vector
items.The similarity definition in recommendation systems is a difficult task. We
can define similarity based on news content (like plagiarism task), or based on
”topic” or ”affair”. This is extremely important when a recommendation list is
created. Our method respects each of these types. We can easily redefine our
similarity with simple changing the weights for vectors parts and adjust it for
various recommender methods.

3.1 News Pre-processing

Text pre-processing holds an important role in the process of similarity search,
because it can significantly reduce word space. This part of the process is high
language depending. Our experiments are provided in the Slovak language, which
is one of the most complicated languages (declension of nouns, verbs etc.). The
architecture of the system is variable, so pre-processing for Slovak language can
be easily replaced by other languages and their methods (e.g. Porter algorithm3).
For the speed of next computations, plays pre-processing a critical role. There
is need to maximum reduction of article words dimensions.

The first task is to remove stop-words. We used static list, which can be
replaced by TF-IDF output [12]. This method can identify commonly repeated
words over the dataset.

As the main part of the pre-processing of Slovak language articles we used
lemmatizing of the text. There is problem with algorithmic solution for this
process, which can be solved by using dictionary of lemmas. For the purpose
of lemmatization we use dictionary of lemmas (600 000 records). The result we
receive is lemmatized (basic form) bag of words for every article.

It is necessary to note, that we removed any punctuation except sentences
ends. We use dots as a fast name or place indicator - when we check if there is a
dot before an uppercase letter, and if not, it is probably personal name, or place
etc. Names and place extractors are standard tasks in information retrieval. As
we mentioned above, used approach brought sufficient results and can be simply
substituted by more sophisticated methods.

After keywords extraction we do not need whole article content anymore. We
can safely delete all words except Title words obtained in the article content.
Then for every processed article we have this list of words:

– Lemmatized article Title

3 The Porter Stemming Algorithm page maintained by Martin Porter.
www.tartarus.org/ martin/PorterStemmer
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– Lemmatized words from Content (which were included in the Title)
– 10 most relevant Keywords
– List of Names and Places

Pre-processing methods we described above can significantly reduce number of
words stored for every article up to 80%.

4 Recommendation

The most important part of proposed method is recommendation step (Fig. 3).
For recommendation creation we need two lists as an input. First is list of 10
most similar articles for every article computed as we described above. Second
list is list of visited articles for every user based on cookie. In this list we need to
distinguish between articles visited but not recommended to users and articles
visited and recommended before which can be easily done by extending article
URL with special attribute. Firstly we have to define number of articles to

Fig. 3. Recommendation method steps.
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recommend (length of list to recommend). As we can see in Fig. 3 list of articles
to recommend consists of two sub-lists:

– List of similar articles for visited and not recommended (S )
– Similar articles for visited and before recommended (N-S )

The ratio of this list is dynamically computed as:

S = N

(
1 − Nr

V

)
(4)

where S is number of similar articles for visited and not recommended articles,
N is number of articles to recommend. Nr represents number of visited not
recommended articles during the last session and V is number of visited articles
together. For the proposed method, two sessions are distinguished as 1 hour
break between visits.

Recommendation list is then computed for every part separately as follows:

foreach cookie do

visited = get visited articles list

visitedRec = get visited and recom. articles list

foreach visited do

if randomNum > random treshold

listPart1 = get first non visited article from computed

similarity list

else

listPart1 = get random non visited article

end

end

foreach visitedRec do

listPart2 = get first non visited article from computed

similarity list

end

listToRecommend = listPart1[1..N] + +listPart2[1..M]

end

When there is not enough user activity (does not mean ”cold start”) we use ran-
dom article assignment. In this manner we can easily react to user’s most recent
preferences. For the list of recommended and visited articles we also introduced
a coincidence - where user obtains a random article to the recommendation list.

Fig. 3 presents an example of recommended content creation. We have a list
of user activities where ”-o” attribute indicates whether the article was or was
not recommended. Based on this we obtain list of visited articles and list of
visited and before recommended articles. Then when we want to recommend 4
articles (N=4 ), we will obtain ratio 3:1 for sub-lists (similar articles for visited
and recommended, similar articles for visited and not recommended before).
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As we can see in our example, we have 4 visited and recommended articles
B, C, E, F. We have found non visited article from the list of similar articles for
every of these 4 articles. There is only one non visited similar article L for article
B. This is repeated until the ”before recommended” list is full. In the case when
there do not exist non visited article in the similar list (article C ), we skip this
article, because the user saw all relevant articles for this ”topic” already.

In our example there are 2 non recommended but visited articles, but there
are no non-visited articles for A - method will skip this article and will recom-
mend first non visited for article D. In this manner we obtain a full list of 4
articles to recommend.

Dynamical computation of the ratio between sublist allows us to adapt for
actual user activity and preferences. If the user is not interested in recommended
articles and he uses other portal navigation, the size of the first sub-list is de-
creasing while second part will increase respectively.

Our method stores ”article age” for every recommended article. This number
represents how long have been article recommended. If user does not visit this
article for a defined time (number of recommendations) is this article deleted
from the recommendation list as not interesting.

User activity list consists of pairs cookie - visited article. We use implicit user
model representation, where there is no need to involve users into various forms
completing or need of logging etc.

5 Experimental results

Proposed method was implemented within news recommendation system in the
research project SME-FIIT [2].We evaluated the similarity computation over 10
000 articles from the Slovak news portal SME.SK, which is equivalent to one
week time period. For this window we are able to estimate the similarity in
2-3 seconds (2,6 MHz Pentium, 4Gb RAM, Ruby). The pre-processing takes
approximately 20 seconds for the whole dataset. Then for the new article, when
pre-processing is necessary, the whole computation process takes approximately
22s. When we need only re-estimate similarity with changed vectors parts weights
is this process really fast as we mentioned above.

The accuracy of the similarity computation method was computed based on
two datasets. The first one consists of 1 000 articles from news portal SME.SK.
Every article from the dataset has assigned at least one similar article. These
similar articles were obtained from the news portal, where there are mostly one
or two similar articles quoted in the article footer. These similar articles are
obviously chosen by the article author, which does not mean that there are not
more similar articles.

The second dataset was the manually annotated dataset, which consists of
100 articles in 5 levels of similarity, so we obtained 10 000 article pairs with
similarity level. Our method computed the list of similar articles for every article
in the dataset. We compared these datasets to our method - the list of similar
articles computed by our method and the list of similar obtained from one of
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two datasets with respect to order (more similar articles first). We calculated
precision and recall and F-Score for every dataset and the method. Results were
compared to standard text mining method TF-IDF (whole article content) as
shown on Table 2.

Table 2. Similarity computation evaluation.

Dataset SME.SK Manually annotated

Method Our method TFIDF Our method TFIDF

Precision 0.165 0.091 0.700 0.511

Recall 0.202 0.117 0.816 0.587

F-score 0.182 0.102 0.753 0.546

The dataset SME.SK is created based on ”similar article” data (none, one or
two) in the articles footers. These similarities are assigned by article’s authors
intuitively and often this choice does not mean not the only possibility but also
one of the best matching articles. This is reflected in the results as we obtained
only 0.182 F-score. Providing manual check we found out that our method in
most cases founded more similar (and relevant) articles as the authors assigned.
This indicates that manual similarity articles list creation by the article authors
can be improved by our method.

We also computed standard deviation based on similarity levels. We mapped
cosine similarity range < 0, 1 > to five similarity levels used in our manually
annotated dataset. The worst standard deviation we obtained - 1.21 ”similarity
level” is an acceptable rate in the field of news recommendation.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we provided the overview of short and high representative article
vectors, which can be used for similarity search and real content-based recom-
mendation in a large and dynamically changing datasets and domains. A key
future of this method is short article representing vector. In pursuance of these
vectors can be computed similarity between articles (text or non-text content)
in a fast way. Every article vector consists of 6 sub-vectors based on article part
used for their construction. Every part has its own weight, which can be dynam-
ically changed to rearrange similar articles list to enable fast personalization.
This approach is easily extendible to other languages.

Weights were found by using evolution algorithms for every vector part, to
obtain the best result. As an example, use of proposed representation brings 4
times better precision than use only article title, and at least 1.4 time better
results as use only keywords. By considering the category part we improve pre-
cision only 1.15 time, but on the other hand it can be useful when ”no similar”
article is in the dataset.
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Once the similarity is computed, further recommendation is created. User
preferences are collected implicitly via server’s logs. A recommended list consists
of two sub lists, where the first one represents similar articles to the visited and
already recommended. The second sublist is based on similar articles for visited
but not recommended before. In this way we can easily adapt to user preferences.
The ratio between these two sub-lists is dynamically computed.

Proposed vector representation is a promising method for the fast news sim-
ilarity computation to allow a real time recommendation. We plan to make
improvements on the precision and the recall, for example by using more so-
phisticated keywords extraction methods etc. and evaluate whole recommenda-
tion method by it’s implementation to existing news portal. Furthermore we
expect significantly better results when combining our approach with TRecom
[18] method or collaborative recommendation [13].
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